
 

 

Rube Goldberg Machine 
Major(s) of Focus: Mechanical Engineering 

OVERVIEW 

The Rube Goldberg Machine event is designed 
to help students understand the utilization of 
mechanical energy transfers in an arbitrary 
system.  

Teams will choose from three designs to 
practice prior to and officially construct on 
Engineering Olympics Day. These designs will 
make teams think about how to use their 
materials effectively to create mechanical 
energy transfers in their design. 

Attach to this general information sheet is: 

1. List of materials that can be used for 
each design 

2. List of relevant forms of energy 

RULES 

1. Teams will be given information on three designs they can choose from prior to 
Engineering Olympics 

2. 4 days  prior to Engineering Olympics, teams must tell us what design package they will 
choose for the event so that all materials will be prepared and provided on the day of 
Engineering Olympics 

JUDGING  

1. Points are awarded based on the following design package chosen: 
a. Design 1 (Must be done on a Pegboard)(Minimum # of unique items to qualify 

for task points: 7) 
i. Design Information 

1. Difficulty: Easy 
2. # of demonstration attempts: 3 
3. Points based on following design requirements: 

a. Accomplish task given (pop a balloon) : 60 
b. # of Unique Items: 2 per (max: 30 ) 
c. # of Energy Forms: 2 per (max: 10) 

 



 

b. Design 2 (Must be done on a Table)(Minimum # of unique items to qualify for 
task points: 5) 

i. Design Information 
1. Difficulty: Medium 
2. # of demonstration attempts: 3 
3. Points based on following design requirements: 

a. Accomplish task given (drop a golf ball into a cup) : 70 
b. # of Unique Items: 2 per (max: 20) 
c. # of Energy Forms: 2 per (max: 10) 

c. Design 3 (Must be done on the floor)(Minimum # of unique items to qualify for 
task points: 3) 

i. Design Information 
1. Difficulty: Hard 
2. # of demonstration attempts: 3 
3. Points based on following design requirements: 

a. Accomplish task given (ring a bell): 80 
b. # of Unique Items: 2 per (max: 10) 
c. # of Energy Forms: 2 per (max: 10) 

List of Materials for Each Design Package ( * = Eligible toward Unique Item 
points) 

Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Misc (usable in any 
design) 

Peg Board x1* Sheets of Cloth x1* Dominoes x100* Scissors 
(Qty: 20) 

Marbles x3* Golf Balls x3* PVC Elbows x3* Aluminum 

Ping Pong Balls 
x2* 

Empty Bottles x5* Ping Pong Balls 
x5* 

Wax Paper 

Mallet x1* Rubber Bands x5* Ramps x5* Thumbtacks 
(Qty: 100)* 

Cups x3* Clothespins x5* Popsicle Sticks 
x5* 

Shoeboxes 
(Qty: 12)* 

Ramps x3* Cans x2*   Thread Spool 

PVC Elbows x3*  Cups x3*   Tape 

Pulleys x5* Ramps x5*    Funnel (Huge* 
(Qty: 10)* 

Hooks x5* Popsicle Sticks x5*    Marble Wood 
Construction Planks 

(Qty: 120)* 



 

Empty Bottles x5* Marbles x3*   Zip Ties  

Sticks x5*      Clothespins 

 

List of  Relevant Energy Forms 

Kinetic 

Potential 

Gravitational 

 

 


